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*e objective of the work is experimental validation and optimal experimental design for structural response reconstruction. A
modal-based Kalman filter approach based on excitation identification Kalman filter is proposed for response reconstruction and
excitation estimation of structures by using noisy acceleration and strain measurements. Firstly, different filters are introduced
and discussed. Secondly, to avoid single type sensors, a displacement reconstruction based on modal method is introduced into
the proposed approach.*irdly, the backward sequential algorithm is given to obtain the optimal sensor locations. It is shown that
the proposed method can avoid the divergency in the estimated process of excitation and displacements as a result of incomplete
measurements. Reasonable estimates of strains, displacements, velocities, accelerations, and excitations of structures can be
accomplished with few acceleration sensors and strain gauges.

1. Introduction

*is paper contributes to the problem of response re-
construction and excitation estimation of structures, which
is given serious attention these years. Considering that it is
difficult or sometimes impossible to monitor displacement
and velocity information of structures, the unknown re-
sponse reconstructionmethod is necessary to be studied. It is
important to estimate the time history of different kinds of
inputs in practice. *e experimental validation and optimal
experimental design for structural response reconstruction
are considered as the problems to solve in this work.

*e first type of response reconstruction approaches can
be classified as transmissibility approach [1], which has been
extended to N degrees of freedom (DOFs) systems by Ewins
and Liu [2]. It is initially defined as the ratio of the response
amplitude to the harmonic excitation amplitude for a single
DOF system. Law et al. [3] performed dynamic response
reconstruction and extended it to the wavelet domain [4]
based on the generalized transmissibility concept. *e
implementation of transmissibility concept requires the

known excitations, and it is only efficient for single type of
response.

*e second is via empirical mode decomposition (EMD)
approach [5]. Using EMD approach, themeasured responses
are decoupled into intrinsic mode functions (IMFs), which
are applied to estimate the response at unmeasured loca-
tions. Wan et al. [6] combined transmissibility with EMD
approach to make it applicable for structures which have
closely spaced modes of vibration. However, this method
relies on signal decomposition ability of the algorithms
heavily to achieve high-quality reconstructed response,
because EMD approach may not achieve a great de-
composition effect for different kinds of responses.

*e third is based on different filters, which have been
applied to engineering field in recent years [7–9]. *ere are
well-proposed algorithms to solve both linear [10] and
nonlinear [11] problems. A recursive three-step filter was
proposed by Gillijns and De Moor [12] for unbiased
minimum-variance state estimation and it used least square
method to implement the estimation of the inputs, which
has been used by Zhang and Xu [13] to reconstruct
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unmeasured responses and excitations of structures. Julier
and Uhlmann [14] proposed the unscented Kalman filter
(UKF), and Eftekhar Azam et al. [15] proposed a parallel
implementation of the UKF. Ching et al. [16] compared the
performance of the EKF with that of the particle filter (PF)
applied to a linear multistorey shear building. Chatzi and
Smyth [17], Eftekhar Azam et al. [18] compared the per-
formance of the UKF and PF applied to nonlinear consti-
tutive models. Nasr and Saad [19] proposed a GA-Ensemble
Kalman filter (G-EKF).

Single input estimation methods based on structure
response have also been proposed recently. Lai et al. present
a parametric study on the sequential deconvolution input
reconstruction (SDR) method [20], an explicit fourth-order
Runge–Kutta method [21], and wavelet Galerkin method
[22], respectively. *e reconstruction of inputs from mea-
sured outputs is examined [23]. Aucejo and De Smet [24]
fully exploited the Bayesian framework to provide, from a
Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm, credible intervals and
other statistical measures for all the parameters of the force
reconstruction problem. A monotonic two-step iterative
shrinkage/thresholding (MTWIST) algorithm was proposed
[25] to find the sparse solution to such an under determined
model from highly incomplete and inaccurate measure-
ments. A hierarchical Bayesian method was proposed [26],
which does not require prior knowledge on the force nature.
A power series polynomial model was utilized to model the
nonlinear restoring force of a chain-like nonlinear multi-
degree-of-freedom structure [27]. Xu and Ou [28] proposed
an identification method of multisource dynamic loads
based on independent component analysis.

Most of the above methods require full-state measure-
ments or different kinds of sensors to achieve accurate re-
sponses and excitations of the structure. However, in
practice the displacements and velocities are difficult, or
even sometimes impossible to be measured, which is the
common case in structure dynamics. It is promising to use
single-kind measurement to obtain multiple response sig-
nals. Liu et al. [29] used an adapted model to remedy the
issue in which Kalman filter requires full-state measure-
ments. Hwang et al. [30] proposed a Kalman-based method,
in which the estimation of the states and excitations is
coupled, and it does not require full measurements. Lourens
et al. [31] proposed an augmented Kalman filter-based es-
timator, in which the states are augmented with the un-
known excitations in order to estimate them at the same
time. By using acceleration measurements, a Kalman filter
with dummy measurements was proposed by Naets et al.
[32] to avoid the so-called drift during the estimation
process, which is similar to the one proposed by Chatzi and
Fuggini [33] for stabilizing tracking for civil structure
monitoring purposes. A dual Kalman filter approach was
proposed by Eftekhar Azam et al. [34] to reconstruct the
response of the Pirelli Tower under large inputs using ac-
celeration measurements only, and the experimental vali-
dation of the proposed method was implemented [35]. All
these methods are based on the improved filters to avoid
using the uncommon measurement; however, the connec-
tions among different types of responses are ignored.

In order to obtain an easy-to-implement methodology, a
displacement estimation based on modal method [36] was
introduced into the proposed approach to avoid the drift
effect caused by incomplete measurements. By experimental
validation and optimal experimental design, the optimal
sensor placement scheme was obtained. *is method con-
siders the connection between displacement and strain re-
sponses of the structure and uses a two-step approach to
implement the reconstruction of responses, which would be
a practical structural health monitoring method for high size
civil structures.

*e outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 in-
troduces the theories of the response reconstruction prob-
lem, Kalman filter, and modal method. Section 3 gives the
frame of the proposed method. In Section 4, different types
of inputs are applied to a two-dimensional truss structure to
prove the validity of the proposed method. Section 5 pro-
vides an experimental example of cantilever beam to show
efficiency of the proposed method.

2. Background

2.1. Mathematical Formulation of the Problem. A linear
structural dynamics modeled by n DOFs is typically for-
mulated using the following continuous-time second-order
differential equation:

M€z(t) + C _z(t) + Kz(t) � Lu(t), (1)

whereM ∈ Rn×n,C ∈ Rn×n, andK ∈ Rn×n stand for the mass,
damping, and stiffness matrix, respectively; z(t) ∈ Rn de-
notes the nodal displacement vector; L ∈ Rn×p is the in-
fluence matrix; u(t) ∈ Rp denotes the inputs vector, which
contains n inputs.

Consider the undamped eigenvalue analysis corre-
sponding to equation (1)

KΦ � MΦω2
0. (2)

Transform the system of equation (1) using the following
mapping:

z(t) � Φq(t), (3)

where q(t) ∈ Rp is the vector of modal coordinates and
Φ ∈ Rn×p is the displacement mode shape matrix. If mass-
normalized eigenvectors are used and the proportional
damping is assumed, considering ΦTMΦ � I, ΦTKΦ � ω2

0,
and ΦTCΦ � 2ξω0, equation (1) can be further rewritten as:

€q + 2ξω0 _q + ω2
0q � ΦTLu, (4)

where ω0 ∈ Rn×n and ξ ∈ Rn×n denote the diagonal matrices
containing the eigen frequency ωi and the modal damping
ratio ξi, respectively.

Equation (1) can be transformed into a discrete-time
state space form [37]:

zk+1 � Azk + Buk,

yk � Czk + Duk,
(5)

where yk is the observation vector, and
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A � e

0 I
−ω2

0 −2ξω0
 Δt

,
(6)

B �
0 I
−ω2

0 −2ξω0
 

−1

(A− I)
0

ΦTL
 , (7)

C �

Φ 0
0 Φ
−Φω2

0 −2Φξω0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (8)

D �

0
0
−ΦΦTL

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (9)

where A ∈ R2n×2n, B ∈ R2n×2n, C ∈ Rm×2n, and D ∈ Rm×p

represent the state matrix, input matrix, output matrix, and
transmission matrix, respectively; I denotes the identity
matrix with appropriate dimension; and Δt is the sampling
interval.

Considering the modeling errors and the measurement
errors, equation (5) can be rewritten as

zk+1 � Azk + Buk + wk,

ym
k � Cmzk + Dmuk + vk,

(10)

where ym
k is the sensor measurements; Cm and Dm are

submatrices of C and D, respectively; m denotes the rows
which will be measured; wk ∈ R2n ∼ N(0,Qz) and
vk ∈ Rm ∼ N(0,R) denote the independent, white, and
normally distributed modeling error and measurement er-
ror, respectively; and Qz and R are the variance matrices of
modeling error and measurement error, respectively.

2.2. Response Reconstruction and Excitation Estimation with
Kalman Filter. Response reconstruction and unknown-
excitation estimation have attracted large attention in re-
cent years. A three-step filter (excitation identification Kal-
man filter, EIKF) containing both least square method and
Kalman filter was proposed by Gillijns and De Moor [12] for
unbiased minimum-variance state and excitation estimation,
which was widely used for solving the above problem [13]. A
new method (robust two-stage Kalman filter, RTSKF) was
developed by Hsieh [38] for the state estimation of linear
time-varying discrete systems with unknown inputs. *e
general schemes of the two different filters are detailed in
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, respectively.

Here, the two filters aim to solve the problem of esti-
mating the state of a linear time-invariant discrete system in
the presence of unknown inputs. EIKF contains three basic
steps: the input prediction stage, the measurement updating
stage, and the time updating stage. *e Kalman gain is then
the optimal weighting function which gives the best balance
between the time updating and the measurement updating.
*e two steps behind are based on the Kalman filter, while
the principle of least square method is used in the prediction
of input. *e reconstructed responses yk can be calculated

through the unbiased estimation of state vector z+
k obtained

by the two filters. If the outputs are fully measured, the filter
deals with a denoising problem; if the measurements are
incomplete, then the filter deals with a denoising problem
and an estimation problem. And by changing the form of
matrix C, different types of response can be obtained. *e
EIKF is used in the proposed method.

2.3. Displacement Field Estimation byModalMethod. In this
study, a modal method is used for the construction of the

(1) Initialization at time t0:
(2) z0 � E[z0]
(3) P0 � E[(z0 − z0)(z0 − z0)

T]

(4) while k � 1, . . . , Nt

(5) Input prediction stage:
(6) Rk � CmPz−

k CmT + R
(7) uk � Ku

k(yk −Cmz−k )

(8) Ku
k � Pu

k Dm CmB 
T R−1k

(9) Pu
k � Dm CmB 

T R−1k Dm CmB 
+

(10) Measurement updating stage:
(11) z+

k � z+
k + Vkuk

(12) Pz+
k � Pz+

k + VkPu
kV

T
k

(13) Vk � 0 B −Kz
k Dm CmB 

(14) Time updating stage:
(15) z−k � Az+

k−1 + B Dm+ Dm 0 Ku
k−1(yk −Cmz−k−1)( 

(16) z+
k � z−k + Kz

k(yk −Cmz−k )

(17) Pz−
k � APz+

k−1A
T + Qz

(18) Kz
k � Pz−

k CmT R
−1
k

(19) Pz+
k � (I−Kz

kC
m)Pz−

k

(20) yk � Cz+
k + Duk

(21) end while
(22) Obtain yk, z+

k and uk.

ALGORITHM 2: RTSKF.

(1) Initialization at time t0:
(2) z0 � E[z0]
(3) P0 � E[(z0 − z0)(z0 − z0)

T]

(4) while k � 1, . . . , Nt do
(5) Input prediction stage:
(6) Rk � CmPz−

k CmT + R
(7) Mk � (DmT R−1k Dm)−1DmT R−1k

(8) uk � Mk(yk −Cmz−k )

(9) Pu
k � (DmT R−1k Dm)−1

(10) Measurement updating stage:
(11) Kk � Pz−

k CmT R−1k

(12) z+
k � z−k + Kk(yk −Cmz−k −D

muk)

(13) Pz+
k � Pz−

k −Kk(Rk −DmPu
kD

mT)KT
k

(14) Pzu
k � (Puz

k )T � −KkDmPu
k

(15) Time updating stage:
(16) z−k+1 � Az+

k + Buk

(17) Pz−
k+1 � A B 

Pz+
k Pzu

k

Puz
k Pu

k

 
AT

BT  + Qz

(18) yk � Cz+
k + Duk

(19) end while
(20) Obtain yk, z+

k and uk.

ALGORITHM 1: EIKF.
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displacement-strain-transformation relationship. It is pos-
sible to represent the dynamic displacements ω and strains ε
by multiplying these shape functions with weighting factors
or modal coordinates q using displacement mode shapes Φ
and strain mode shapes Ψ:

ω{ }nd
� Φ{ }nd×m · q m, (11)

ε{ }ne
� Ψ{ }ne×m · q m, (12)

where nd denotes the number of DOFs and ne denotes the
number of elements, and Φ can be formed as

Φ � ϕ1 ϕ2 · · · ϕm  �

ϕ11 ϕ21 · · · ϕm1

ϕ12 ϕ22 · · · ϕm2

· · · · · · · · · · · ·

ϕ1nd
ϕ2nd

· · · ϕmnd

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (13)

Ψ can be transformed from Φ:

Ψ � TΦ � ψ1 ψ2 · · · ψm  �

ψ11 ψ21 · · · ψm1

ψ12 ψ22 · · · ψm2

· · · · · · · · · · · ·

ψ1ne
ψ2ne

· · · ψmne

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

(14)

where T denotes the strain-displacement matrix, which is
related to the shape function of the element.

Displacement mode shapes Φ can be extracted from
modal analysis of finite element model (FEM) or obtained by
undamped eigenvalue analysis using equation (2).

When the number of sensors nd is larger than the
number of selected modes m, the least square solution of
q m is

q m � Ψ{ }
+
ne×mεne

, (15)

where Ψ{ }+
ne×m denotes the pseudoinverse of Ψ{ }nd×m, which

satisfies Ψ{ }+
ne×m � ( Ψ{ }T

ne×m Ψ{ }ne×m)−1 Ψ{ }T
ne×m. Estimated

displacement ωnd
can be inferred based on equations (11)

and (15):

ωnd
� Φ{ }nd×m Ψ{ }

+
ne×mεne

. (16)

3. Modal-Based Kalman Filter Approach for
Structure Response Reconstruction

3.1. General Framework. *e displacement and velocity
response can be reconstructed by introducing equations (8)
and (9) into the frame of Kalman filters (Algorithms 1 and
2). However, the measurements of displacement and velocity
are also required to obtain a better reconstruction precision.
*e filter via only acceleration measurements causes drift
effect and a poor reconstruction result of displacement and
excitation.

To avoid the above problems, the strain measurements
are acquired in the proposed approach. *en, instead of
equation (8), matrix C can be reformed:

C �

Ψ 0

0 Φ

−Φω2
0 −2Φξω0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (17)

Here, a modal-based EIKF approach (M-EIKF) which
can obtain the full strain, displacement, velocity, accelera-
tion, and excitation is proposed:

Step 1. Acquire strain, velocity, acceleration, and excitation
of the structure via Algorithm 1 using strain and acceleration
measurements;

Step 2. Acquire displacement via equation (16) using the
reconstructed strain response.

*is approach is a two-stage framework which combines
EIKF and modal method. *e change of the C matrix does
not affect the essence of the EIKF algorithm. *e block
diagram of the proposed approach is shown in Figure 1.

3.2. Optimal Sensor Placement. To determine optimal sensor
placement for response reconstruction using Algorithm 1,
the objective function should be determined first. Consid-
ering the steady-state error covariance for the best response
reconstruction, the precision of reconstruction can be
expressed as δk which is defined as follows:

δk � yk − yk � Czk + Duk( − Cz+
k + Duk( . (18)

*e covariance matrix of reconstruction error is

Δk � E δkδ
T
k  � C D 

Pz+
k Pzu

k

Puz
k Pu

k

  CT DT . (19)

Δk can converge to a fixed value Δ as filter is working:
lim

k⟶∞
δk � Δ. (20)

*e objective function can be expressed as

Obj � min(trace(Δ)). (21)

*e placement method should be determined since the
objective function is defined. Here, backward sequential
sensor placement (BSSP) is used to obtain the best location
of the sensors. BSSP (Algorithm 3) is used in an inverse
order, starting with sensors placed at all DOFs of the
structure and removing successively one sensor at a time
from the location that results in the smallest increase in the
objective function. Only strain gauges and acceleration
sensors are chosen in the process of BSSP to confirm that
displacement and velocity will be not measured.

4. Numerical Example

4.1. Descriptions of Truss. To verify the performance of the
proposed method, a 25-DOF truss structure (in Figure 2) is
adopted, which has 14 nodes and 25 elements. Each node
from 2nd to 13th has two DOFs: a vertical DOF and a
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horizontal DOF. *e 14th node has a horizontal DOF.
Rayleigh damping (C � αM + βK) is adopted to the model,
in which α is 12.57 and β is 1.69 × 10−4. *e mass and
stiffness damping coefficients are defined through experi-
ence. Sparse matrix solver is used as the FEM solver. A
random excitation and an impulsive excitation are vertically
applied on node 4, respectively. *e details of the applied
forces are shown in Figure 3. Acceleration sensors are ap-
plied at each DOF and strain gauges are applied at each
element.

4.2.OptimalSensorPlacement. Using BSSP, the convergence
curve of Obj is shown in Figure 4. And the best configuration

of sensors is obtained, which is shown in Figure 5. *e
configuration of 5 sensors is listed in Table 1, which is used in
Section 4.3 for reconstruction of response and excitation.

In this approach, strain gauge and acceleration sensor
are optimized at the same time, so horizontal ordinate
denotes the total numbers of strain gauges and acceleration
sensors in Figures 4 and 5. As can be seen in Figure 4, the
value of Obj increases while the number of sensors becomes
smaller. *e objective function reaches a relatively small
value when the number of sensors is 5, which is chosen as the
final configuration. When the number of sensors is over 20,
the reconstruction error becomes very small. *e sensor
configuration could be changeable, and the Obj curve cannot

FEM

Displacement mode shapes (Φ)
Transform

Strain mode shapes (Ψ)

A, B, C, D, L
Optimal sensor placement

Acceleration and strain measurements

Frame of EIKF

Reconstructed strain εnd, velocity vnd,
acceleration and, excitation u

Frame of modal method

Reconstructed
displacement ωnd

ωnd, εnd, vnd, and, u

Figure 1: Block diagram of M-EIKF.

y

F

x 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 723 24 2521

4 15 6 8 10 12 141917 1816
22

10 11 12 11 13 13
1.5m

0.
5m

3 5 7 99

14
20

8

2

Figure 2: Two-dimensional truss structure.

(1) Initialization: All sensors selected, number of sensors nd and sensor configuration Lnd
;

(2) while Number of sensors nd > number of excitations n do
(3) nd � nd − 1;
(4) for i � 1 to nd do
(5) Obtain configuration Li

nd
by removing sensor i;

(6) Obtain the Obj of configuration Li
nd

via Algorithm 1;
(7) end for
(8) Select the sensor configuration Li

nd
that minimizes the Obj as the new Lnd

;
(9) end while
(10) Obtain Lnd

.

ALGORITHM 3: BSSP.
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Figure 5: Configuration of sensors for truss structure. (a) Configuration of strain gauges and (b) configuration of acceleration sensors.
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Figure 3: Applied forces. (a) Time history of random excitation and (c) its histogram; (b) time history of impulsive excitation and (d) its
histogram.
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converge if RTSKF is used in the approach. As can be seen in
Figure 5, it is interesting to see that acceleration sensors are
applied at Y-direction preferentially (the even numbers of
DOFs), which conforms to the mechanical properties of
truss structure; because the strain of vertical bars of the truss
is comparatively small, strain gauges are preferentially ap-
plied at elements with a number larger than 8, which are
crossbars and diagonal bars of the structure.

4.3. Response Reconstruction and Excitation Estimation.
As for M-EIKF, the configuration in Table 1 is used for
reconstruction while full acceleration measurements (ac-
celerations of all DOFs are measured) are applied in EIKF
and RTSKF, which are used for comparison.

*e modeling error is set toQz � 10−18 × I, where I is an
identity matrix. For M-EIKF, the measurement noise am-
plitude is assigned 2 × 10−7 m/m, and 0.3m/s2 for strain and
acceleration, respectively. For EIKF and RTSKF, the noise
amplitude of acceleration measurement is assigned 0.3m/s2.
Reconstructed responses and excitations under random and
impulsive excitation are shown in Figures 6 and 7, re-
spectively. *e responses calculated by Newmark algorithm
are used as the real value.

As can be seen from Figures 6 and 7, the drift effect,
which is observed in the reconstruction of EIKF, does not
exist in the estimations of M-EIKF, and it always happens in
the reconstruction process of excitation and displacement
for EIKF and RTSKF. RTSKF obtains a worse effect under
both random and impulsive excitation than EIKF, especially
for excitation and displacement. However, the reconstructed
accelerations and velocities are in outstanding agreement
with the real ones for all algorithms. Besides, the strain
responses reconstructed by M-EIKF are also in great
agreement with the theoretical value.

To confirm that the reconstruction of all DOFs can reach
a great precision, root mean square errors (RMSEs) of all
response types under random and impulsive excitation are
shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. Considering the large
error obtained by RTSKF, only EIKF and M-EIKF are
plotted. As can be seen the displacement reconstruction of
all DOFs for M-EIKF achieves great precision, which can
also be seen from Figures 6 and 7. Both the velocity and
acceleration reconstructed by the two methods are accept-
able. Considering only 2 acceleration sensors are used in
M-EIKF while the full acceleration measurements are ap-
plied in EIKF, it is reasonable that the acceleration curves of
M-EIKF are slightly higher than those of EIKF. It is also
interesting to see that the response on DOF and element of

even numbers reaches larger RMSE value than that of odd
numbers.

5. Experimental Example

5.1. Descriptions of Cantilever Beam. To further verify the
validity of the proposedmethod, an experimental example of
cantilever beam is used in this section. *e material of the
beam is ordinary steel with a Young’s modulus of 128GPa
and a density of 6440 kg/m3, averagely. *e beam is 600mm
long, 50mm wide, and 7.8mm thick. *e beam is divided
into 12 equal segments in the FEM, which contains 13 nodes,
12 elements, and 24 DOFs. Each node from 2nd to 13th has
two DOFs: a rotational DOF and a vertical DOF. Consid-
ering that it is not easy to measure the rotational responses,
the rotational DOFs are eliminated when deciding the sensor
placement. *e mass and stiffness damping coefficients of
the beam are defined through FEM updating method.
Figure 10 shows the picture of the beam, and Figure 11
shows its FEM. An impulsive excitation is applied at the 9th
node vertically. For the numerical example, the covariance of
the model error is used to verify the validity of the proposed
method; for the experimental example, the FEM carries
model error itself, so the manual set of covariance is not
necessary.

5.2.Optimal SensorPlacement. Using BSSP, the convergence
curve of Obj is shown in Figure 12. And the best configu-
ration of sensors is obtained, which is shown in Figure 13.
*e configuration of 4 sensors is listed in Table 2, which is
used in Section 5.3 for reconstruction of response and
excitation.

As can be seen in Figure 12, the value of Obj increases
while number of sensors becomes smaller, which is not as
small as in Figure 4 because every rotational DOF is
eliminated. As can be seen in Figure 13, the number of
acceleration sensors is larger than the number of strain
gauges when the number of sensors is below 15. Nonetheless,
one acceleration sensor and one strain gauge are chosen
when the number of sensors is 2, which indicates the ne-
cessity of multitype sensor placement. For the cantilever
beam, the strain response near the fixed end is relatively
large, and there is little response near the free end. Ac-
cordingly, the 1st and 5th elements are chosen for applying
strain gauges preferentially, and the 11th and 12th elements
are chosen lastly; on the contrary, the deformation of the free
end is relatively larger than that of the fixed end, which is the
same situation with acceleration response; hence, acceler-
ation sensors are applied near the free end preferentially.

5.3. Response Reconstruction and Excitation Estimation.
Sensor configuration in Table 2 is used in actual measure-
ment. *e ICP acceleration sensors are used; the type of
strain gauges is BE120-3AA, attached with the strain reg-
ulator, and the connection type is 1/4 bridge; network
distributed acquisition instrument from China Orient In-
stitute of Noise & Vibration (COINV) is used for signal
acquisition.

Table 1: Sensor configuration by backward sequential method for
truss structure (5 sensors).

Sensor type Location
Strain gauges 10− e, 11− e, 15− e

Acceleration sensors 3−Y, 4−Y

“10− e” denotes that the strain gauge is applied at 10th element. “3−Y”
denotes that the acceleration sensor is applied in the Y-direction at 3rd
node.
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Figure 6: Reconstructed responses and excitation under random excitation for truss structure. (a) Time history of strain at 8th element and
its amplitude spectrum; (b) time history of Y-direction displacement at 5th node and its amplitude spectrum; (c) time history of Y-direction
velocity at 7th node and its amplitude spectrum; (d) time history of Y-direction acceleration at 9th node and its amplitude spectrum; (e) time
history of random excitation and its amplitude spectrum.
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Figure 7: Reconstructed responses and excitation under impulsive excitation for truss structure. (a) Time history of strain at 8th element
and its amplitude spectrum; (b) time history of Y-direction displacement at 5th node and its amplitude spectrum; (c) time history of Y-
direction velocity at 7th node and its amplitude spectrum; (d) time history of Y-direction acceleration at 9th node and its amplitude
spectrum; (e) time history of impulsive excitation and its amplitude spectrum.
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Figure 8: RMSEs of all DOFs under random excitation for truss structure. (a) RMSEs of reconstructed strain; (b) RMSEs of reconstructed
displacement; (c) RMSEs of reconstructed velocity; (d) RMSEs of reconstructed acceleration.
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Configuration of actual sensor placement is shown in
Figure 14. *e Y-direction acceleration at 7th node and the
strain at 2nd element are collected for comparison with the
reconstructed signals. Figure 15 gives the details of equip-
ment connection.

*e responses of part of the beam are shown in Figure 16.
For the reason that the displacement and velocity response
are hard to measure, velocity is eliminated and the simu-
lative displacement signal by Newmark algorithm (theo-
retical value) is used. As can be seen in Figures 16(a) and
16(c), reasonable estimates of strain and acceleration of
structures are accomplished for both frequency and

amplitude of the signal. In Figure 16(b), the difference
between simulative signal and reconstructed signal is shown,
in which the first-order frequency is slightly different. *is
difference is caused by model error, which makes Newmark
algorithm simulate wrong signals with errors. And the drift
effect of EIKF is still observed, which can also be found in
Section 4.3. In Figure 16(d), a reasonable excitation signal is
predicted using M-EIKF while EIKF gives a diverging one.
Furthermore, the M-EIKF is not absolutely precise given the
thought that material of the beam is uneven and the FEM is
not precise enough.

6. Conclusion

In this study, a modal-based Kalman filter approach (M-
EIKF) for structure response reconstruction is proposed to
provide optimal experimental design for structural response
reconstruction. Considering the actual situation in engi-
neering, the modal method is used to construct the dis-
placement response of the structure, which avoids the direct
measure of displacement response. *e proposed method is

Figure 10: Cantilever beam.
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Figure 9: RMSEs of all DOFs under impulsive excitation for truss structure. (a) RMSEs of reconstructed strain; (b) RMSEs of reconstructed
displacement; (c) RMSEs of reconstructed velocity; (d) RMSEs of reconstructed acceleration.
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Table 2: Sensor configuration by backward sequential method for cantilever beam (4 sensors).

Sensor type Location
Strain gauges 5− e

Acceleration sensors 9−Y, 10−Y, 13−Y
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Figure 14: Configuration of actual sensor placement.
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demonstrated by a numerical example of a two-dimensional
structure under two different excitation types, and an ex-
perimental example of cantilever beam. *rough an optimal

sensor placement schedule, the final locations of the applied
sensors are determined. Results show that M-EIKF gives
better reconstructed precision of different response types
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Figure 16: Reconstructed responses and excitation under impulsive excitation for truss structure. (a) Time history of strain at 2nd element
and its amplitude spectrum; (b) time history of Y-direction displacement at 7th node and its amplitude spectrum; (c) time history of Y-
direction acceleration at 7th node and its amplitude spectrum; (d) time history of impulsive excitation and its amplitude spectrum.
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and excitations and uses only two common types of sensors:
acceleration sensor and strain gauge. Both the type and
number of sensors obtained by M-EIKF are promising. *e
proposed method does not change the essence of EIKF
algorithm, and it is a two-stage approach which can give a
better solution than EIKF using strain mode shapes. Due to
that strain mode shapes can easily be obtained using dis-
placement mode shapes, the proposed method can be an
easy-implement methodology for structural health
monitoring.
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